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In this paper we prove: Let L be an elliptic operator in (x, t) with

constant coefficients, the coefficients of the lower derivatives being

zero, and let L0 be the operator obtained from L by deleting all the

terms involving /-derivatives. Let iC(x, /) be a fundamental solution

of Lu = 0. Then/ü„[iC(x, t) — S(x, t)]dt is a fundamental solution of

Lof = 0, where 5(x, /) is a certain simple expression introduced for

reasons of convergence.

A similar result for parabolic equations was proved by Eidelman

[1].
Consider the elliptic equation of order 2m

2m 2m—1    / V

(1) Lu = £ LkDtu =   X) (    £    aiDxDtu) + I?,"« = 0

where x = (xi, • • • , x„), Dx = Dxx = d/dxx (lS=X^w), i = ii\, ■ • • , in),

\i\ =ii+ ■ • • +in, DX = D\ ■ ■ ■ Dn, and where af are real constants.

Clearly, Lo is also elliptic.

A fundamental solution Kix, t) of Lu = 0 is a function defined for

(x, í)?í0 which satisfies the two properties:

(i) LK = 0 for all (x, t)^Q,

(ii) for any function f(x, t) in C2m(G), G being any bounded domain

with boundary ÖG of class C2m,

(2)

*(X, /)   =    f KiX-Í,t-   T)![»({, T)]d#T

+ f M[/sT(x - J, / - r), vit, T)]dS
J SG

where (x, t) is any point of G, and M [w, w'\ is an appropriate (not

uniquely determined) bilinear form with constant coefficients in

DlzD\w, DiD'w', \i\ +X+|j| +p = 2m-l.

In [2; 3] it is shown that Kiy) (y= (x, /)) has the form

(3) Kiy) = piy) log | y |  + \ y\2™-«- ̂(f ) it = y/\y\)
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(4)

where tf/(^) is analytic in f near | f | = 1, p(y) is a polynomial of degree

2m — n — 1 in y if 2m^n + i and w + 1 is even, and p(y) =0 otherwise.

Let B be a bounded domain in the x-space with boundary dB(E.C2m

and let Vc be the cylinder {(x, t); xGP, 0</<o-j. It is easily seen

that (2) can be applied in the domain F2(. Taking v(x, t) to be a func-

tion of x only, i.e., v(x, t)=u(x), we get

u(x) =  I    K(x - £, t - T)L0u(Ç)d£dT

r
+   I     Mo[K(x - Ç,t-r), «(ÖjdS

•'s«

+  i*   M^Kix -í,-t), «(£)]</{

•J B

where M0 is related to Lo in the same manner that M is related to L,

ilp[w, w'] is bilinear form in DiD^w, Dlw', \i\ +X+|j| =2m — 1, and

•52i, -B2i are the lateral boundary and the upper base of F2(, respec-

tively.

In what follows we denote by A any positive constant independent

of t. We now let t—» « and consider two cases.

Case I. 2m — w + lgO. Using (3) we get

r,|   =\f   MiiKix-t, -<).«({)]#
A

i-    ok ».

A similar estimate holds for L4. To evaluate Pi, P2 we first consider

the integral

/. it ft
K(z, t - T)dr =  1   K(z, \)d\ = G(z, t).

o J -t

Using (3) we have, for any N>\,

i rN                       r™      d\ r
Dz I    K(z, \)d\   g A I      - < A  I

°° dX

X2

Similarly for /_#. Hence, as /—»», G(z, t) converges together with

all its z-derivatives (and, clearly, also with its mixed (z, t)-derivatives)
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to a function Giz) and all its derivatives, provided zj^O. A bound on

Giz) as \z\ —>0 is easily obtained:

I Giz) |   g A +  f   | X(z, X) | <2X g ,4 | z |2m-".

Using these remarks and taking t—»oo in (4), we obtain

(6)       m(x) =   Îg(ï- ÖL0m(Ö^ + f   Mo[G(x - Ö, M(ö]d(7

and

-r(7) G(z) =   I    Kiz, t)dt.

Thus, G satisfies the second property of fundamental solutions. It

remains to prove that Z-oG = 0, zf^O. Recalling that LK = 0 we find

Z,oG(z, t) =  I   LoKiz, \)d\
J -t

- - j   ( Z Ltuí\ Kiz, \)d\

2m *_i k-\

- - E [L*Z>t   *(*,i) - L*D(   Jf(«, -<)] = 0(i   ).
*-l

Taking ¿—>=o we obtain L0Giz) =0. We have thus proved that Giz) is

a fundamental solution of L0u = 0.

Case II. 2wî —w + l>0, ra^l. In this case the integrals 7\- need not

converge, and we must modify the definition of G. One way to do it

is the following (compare [l]):

Let a 9e 0 be an «-dimensional point, and consider the polynomial in

x with coefficients in t:

(8) Six, t) =     £    — (* - a)'[DlKix, t)]x^,
|p|-2m-l  />!

where x3 = Xi' • • • x^", g! = oi! • • ■ q„l. We replace Kix, t) by

(9) K*ix, t) = Kix, t) - Six, t)

and proceed by the method of Case I.

Using Green's identity with w(£) and K*ix — £, t — r) we obtain, in

analogue with (4),
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u(x) =   f   K*(x - t,t - T)Lou(£)d£dT
J Vit

+   f   M0[K*(x - f, I - t), u(£)]dZ

do) Jsu

+  f   M,{K*(x-Z,-t),u(Ç)]dt-  f M1[K*(x-^l),u(^)\di
J Bit " B

+  f   u(t)LS(x -t,t- r)d$dT m ¿ Tf.
J Vit y=i

Next, we derive bounds on K* and its derivatives. By Taylor's

formula

K*(z,l)\   =
\P rJ>

52  - (z - a)PDPz K*(z, t)
\p\~2mp\

A
(t   ̂     1).

(I   è    1).

Using differentiability properties of K, as follow by (3), we also get,

for any i,

| &K*(z, t) |   g —
¿n+l

From these estimates it follows that the integral

G*(z, t)= f  K*(z, X)dX

and all its derivatives tend to

(11) G*(z) =  f   K*(z, X)d\
J —oo

and all its derivatives, provided z^O. We can now proceed, as in

Case I, to evaluate the limits of the Tf, for j— 1, 2, 3, 4. As for T*,

=  f { Z f  dIl,JS(x - ¿, \)d\\ u(Qdi

=  f \ ¿ Dt~lLkS(x - f, t) - DkrlLkS(x -£,-/)} m«)#•

From the definition of 5 it is easily seen that the terms which appear

in the last braces are derivatives of K of order at least 2m— 1. Hence

Tf\   g- « è l).
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As already remarked, T*, T* are estimated as in Case I. Combining

these remarks and taking /—> oo , we obtain a representation analogous

to (6), with G replaced by G*.

Having proved that G* satisfies the second property of funda-

mental solutions of L0u = 0, it remains to prove that L0G*(z)=0 if

z^O. Noting that L0Siz, X) =0, we have

LaG*iz,t) -   f  LoKiz, \)d\ -  f  ( £ LkDAKiz, X)d\ = 0«"")

as in Case I. Taking t—>=° we get LoG(z) =0.

We sum up our result in the following theorem.

Theorem. Assume that L, given by il), is an elliptic operator with real

constant coefficients and let Kix, t) be a fundamental solution of L. If

»sSL then a fundamental solution of Lo is given by (11), (9), where

5 = 0 if 2m — n-\-\ ^0 and S is given by (8) if 2m — n-\-\ >0.

We remark that all the use we made of the formula (3) was in de-

riving estimates on K and its derivatives. Such estimates can be de-

rived also for equations with variable coefficients. Using such esti-

mates, the theorem can be extended to some classes of elliptic equa-

tions with variable coefficients. It can also be generalized to elliptic

systems.
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